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Perovskite solar cells fly in the sky

Near space has become the focus of attention and competition among the world’s major powers. In order to utilize near space
and expand human activity in space, many countries have developed near-space aircrafts. In addition, near space contains
abundant physical phenomena to be detected and scientific laws to be discovered. The scientific exploration of the near space
will unveil its mystery for human beings.
In this research field, energy technology determines the steady operation of the aircraft. As a recent emerging photovoltaic

technology, perovskite solar cells (PSCs) exhibit outstanding efficiency, high power-per-weight, and excellent radiation re-
sistance. Therefore, PSCs are considered to be the new-generation energy technology for near-space application.
Recently, a group of researchers at Peking University in China, led by Dr. Rui Zhu and Prof. Qihuang Gong in collaboration

with Prof. Guoning Xu from Academy of Opto-Electronics, CAS, and Prof. Wei Huang from Northwestern Polytechnical
University, have reported the stability study of PSCs in near space [1]. Researchers demonstrated the attempt for the stability
study of large-area PSCs (active area of 1.00 cm2) in near space. The devices were fixed on the high-altitude balloon risen from
ground to near space at an altitude of 35 km in Inner Mongolian Area, China. The results showed that the device based on
FA0.81MA0.10Cs0.04PbI2.55Br0.40 retained 95.19% of its initial power conversion efficiency during the test under AM0 illumi-
nation.
Researchers also expect that the stability research of PSCs in near space conditions will be helpful to extend the application of

PSCs. This work also opens the route for PSCs in future space application.
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